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Figure 3: Distributions of Emiss
T vs. HT for data in the light lepton channels (left) and hadronic

tau channels (right). The signal regions are indicated as shaded regions.

Table 3: Summary of the observed same-flavor (SF), opposite-flavor (OF) and total yields and
predicted yields in the 3 signal regions. The uncertainty in the MC prediction and yields for the
benchmark SUSY LM scenarios are statistical only. The first uncertainty on the pT(``) method
prediction is statistical and the second is systematic; the systematic uncertainty is discussed in
the text. The non-SM yield UL is a CLS 95% confidence level upper limit.

high Emiss
T high HT tight low HT

SF yield 15 11 6 3
OF yield 15 18 5 3
total yield 30 29 11 6
pT(``) prediction 21 ± 8.9 ± 8.0 22 ± 7.5 ± 6.9 11 ± 5.8 ± 3.8 12 ± 4.9 ± 5.7
MC prediction 30 ± 1.2 31 ± 0.9 12 ± 0.6 4.2 ± 0.3
non-SM yield UL 26 23 11 6.5
LM1 221 ± 5.1 170 ± 4.5 106 ± 3.5 6.2 ± 0.9
LM3 79 ± 2.4 83 ± 2.5 44 ± 1.8 2.3 ± 0.4
LM6 35 ± 0.6 33 ± 0.5 26 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.1

The background with real lepton pairs is predicted by extending the pT(``) method. To trans-
late the prediction in the ee, eµ, µµ channels into a prediction for the eth, µth and thth channels
we use a third correction factor estimated from simulation Kt = 0.10 ± 0.01 (for all signal re-
gions) that accounts for the different lepton acceptances (⇠ 0.75), branching ratios (⇠ 0.56) and
efficiencies (⇠ 0.24) in tau channels. Note that this procedure predicts yield for dileptonic tt̄
decays with real th.

The background with a reconstructed th originating from a misidentified jet or a secondary
decay is determined using a tight-to-loose (TL) ratio (or “fake-rate”) for ths measured in a
background (di-jet) dominated data sample, defined as HT > 200 and Emiss

T < 20 . We define
tight candidates to pass the full th selection criteria. For the definition of loose candidates we
replace the HPS isolation criterium by a loose relative isolation. The loose isolation require-


